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standSoviet military power must that. We must structure
eventually paralyze Western our policy under that credible
policy altogether:.. and justified premise." '
--Alexander M. Haig
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By Timothy E. Spence
Three Wooster students were
arrested and charged with robbery
by Wooster Police after , they
allegedly attacked a Domino's
Pizzaf delivery man early in the,)
morning of Wed., Nov. 26,--in the
parking lot of Andrews Hall.'
Tara D. Feathering, Carolyn
Smiley, and Stacey L Vidt, all
sophomores, were arrested as a
result of the reported robbery
which occurred at 1:15 a.m. on the
final day of Fall Quarter. The
women were released on their, own
recognizance, pending trial, by a
Wooster Municipal Court judge the
same day.
"Someone called Domino's to
- order a pizza. As the delivery boy
was returning to his car, they (the
women) apparently tackled him
and tried to get a pizza," Security
Chief Carl Yund said.
The Domino's employee re-
ported the incident to the Security
officer on duty, who requested
assistance from the police depart-
ment. Yund said the felonies are
not handled by his department, but
rather by city police. - .
Police officials . conducted a
dooc-to-doo-r search of the then
nearly vacant Andrews, and found
one woman who met a description
given by the Domino's employee.
Yund said .the woman, Stacey
Vidt, was taken to the Security
office in Lowry Center for ques--tionin- g.
She was later arrested on a
' charge of robbery and confined to
city jail.
In the meantime, police obtained
a search warrant for Andrews Hall
from a city official. A search of the
building was conducted in order to
find any evidence which may have
been available. v
Later- - that morning Feathering
and Smiley turned themselves in to
the police, and admitted that they
had allegedly taken part in the
reported robbery of the Domino's
employee. Both were arrested and
charged with robbery by Wooster
police. Smiley said she and
Feathering decided to surrender
themselves to the authorities so
that Vidt would not be held totally
responsible for the incident.
Feathering told the Voice last
week that though the victim!
reported to police that he had been
attacked and knocked down by the
women, the Domino's man was
not felled by the women, she said.
She said the pizza man grabbed
Smiley and wrestled with her while
simultaneously demanding her
name. Smiley and the victim both
apparently escaped without harm.
The Domino's deliverer' could
not be reached for comment.
' The women were arraigned in
Wooster Municipal Court the
morning of Nov. 26. The robbery
charge was reduced from a first to
a second degree felony, and the




NEW LIBRARY DIRECTOR, Michael Freeman, combines years
of professional experience with an affable personality in his
--recently acquired position. '
Ignites Spark of Reasoning
by Kevin Grubb
' 1 1 t . ' r c
discussion, Homosexuality and
Lesbianism: Myths and Miscon-
ceptions," held last Tuesday night
in Lowry Center, dealt with- - a
cornucopia of topics. The
evocative conversation attracted
an estimated 30 people. One
support group member opening
the discussion called it a make-
shift" program, which aptly
described the free-for- m manner
individuals addressed various
issues relating to lesbians and gay
men.
A. reoccurring subject was the
language used to refer to same-se- x
attractions. Many members . felt
the word "homosexual" was too
limiting to describe the emotional
.
ties of a relationship. Homo
sexuality should not be used to
define the whole person, one man
commented. "It's only a small part
of that person." Lesbianism as
differentiated from homosexuality
was also debated. One woman
defined "lesbian feminism" as a
political issue, but stressed that
"lesbianism" in itself is free from
political bias.
Clearly, however," the emphasis
of the discussion was on dealing
with the numerous myths and
misconceptions pervasive in
heterosexual society regarding
-- gay men and lesbians. Can
homosexual - women and men
achieve a sustaining relationship
sans sex? Can a gay couple love
eacrvother as intimately as a
straight couple? What are the
differences' between a lesbian
relationship and a male
homosexual relationship? What
about the issue of gays and
procreation? Such questions led
to others as the group candidly
discussed among its hetero and
homosexual attendants the
emotional and sexual aspects of
achieving a normal lifestyle in a
homophobically repressed
environment. V .
One student said he expected to,
find something "vastly different"
when he walked into the
discussion: "I was looking for a
feeling I had." He said the
normality of the group was at first
confusing, because "I think it's a
feeling of having to make up for my
and everyone else's transgres-
sions. It's a guilt trip...guilt of not
being human or caring."
A woman described a similar
instance of being initially surprised
at how "natural" the first gay men
she met were. "It was really hard
. cont on p. 5
New Library. Director Brings
Experience and Innovation ;
' by Matt Daly
As most of us return to The
College of Wooster and begin the
winter term with that academic
ambition that tends to stay longer
with some than with others, very
few of us 'have noticed or will
notice the newest of faces in
Andrews Library. The next time
you shuffle by the information
desk and browse through the card
catalogue, keep an eye open for a
bearded gentleman in his. late
thirties. His name is Michael
Freeman, and he is the new
director of Andrews Library.
Michael Freeman likes to talk to
students. He likes to listen to
students, and he likes working
with students. He is a person who
finds it necessary to be more'tpersonal with college students. So
put these qualities together and
you have a custom-mad- e library
director? No, but with degrees in
history and library science from
Brooklyn College and - The
University of Wisconsin
respectively, and ten years of
experience in libraries at Illinois
Wesleyan University and
Dartmouth College, Mr. Freeman
sounds to be highly qualified to
handle the challenging task of
directing the library. Combining
Freeman's personality and
disposition with his education and
experience in libraries will give the
library an inspiring leader. ,
Of his many jjoals. Freeman
feels an evaluation of the various
collection of books through
comparisons with other
collections, and analysis of the
opinions of certain scholars and
critics on certain books are most
important., Andrews Library has
trouble making enough room for
all of its books and at the same
time leaving enough space for
students to study. Freeman sees
this as another problem to tackle.
Freeman also plans to propose the
addition of a literature-searc- h
computer that will enable students
to find -- specific topics that fall
under large, general subjects
amazingly faster and easier. The'
computer would produce
bibliographic material on the topiCi
and reduce that material to a
student's specific needs.
Laquer to Lecture on Pnvate Visions" Tuesday
The fifth humanities sympo-
sium, "New World Views in the
Sixteenth Century" will begin on
Tuesday, Jan. 20. The first lecture
is called "Private Visions: Public
Ventures," and will be given by
Erika Laquer of the history
department.
Four other lectures wiB be given
throughout January and
February- - Feb. 3, John Gates of
the history department will speak
.on "The Conquest of Mexico,"
David Wilkin, department of
French, will lecture on Feb. 3 "On
Ships and Savages," and on Feb.
10 Catherine Fruhan, department
of Art. will address "Baroque
Visions o( Rome." The symposium
will conclude on Feb. 17 with a
presentation of "Shakespeare's
Brave New World" by Ray McCall
of the department of English. They
will be held in the Frick Lecture
room at 4 p.m. An exhibit of
navigational instruments and early
maps of the New World are on
exhibit in the upper part of Frick
Art Museum.
The theme of this symposium,
according to David Wilkin of the
French department. . "will have
an interdisciplinary approach as to
how Europeans were looking at
the New World right after the first
discoveries were made." ':'
J -Freeman s idea of, a "full-servic- e"-
library indicates that
Andrews Library will continue to
serve the student body and the
community in the usual productive '
manner. With an added touch of
efficiency and open mindedness,
from its new director, the library is
in store for some beneficial
improvements. Freeman is
looking 'forward to improving the
library.
,
His flair for informing
students on horary usage is
something the students should
take advantage of in order to make --
their researching easier. Talk to
Michael Freeman some time. He is
an interesting man with an
interesting background, and most
of all he's a nice guy.
Opinions Vary on
f1 wt4itnm WrtArv "
by Kevin Grubb: i
The Collegers physical
conditioning room has recently
oecome ine oenenciary or o,uuu
worm - ot new weight training
equipment. Three new Nautilus
machines-nec- k, biceptricep and
pullover-ar- id new free - weight
plates, dumbbells and power racks .
f . rsw I I I I J rvalued ai jijxm iidw utxi i ouueu
in gradual installments since fall
quarter. A hydrogym emphasizing
head and' neck muscles has been
added to the Universal machine,
also. -
The newly acquired equipment
was financed by the W Alumni
Association, a group comprised of
former College of Wooster
letfermen. "Hopefully, they're
going to do --even more in the
future said Al Van wie, director ot --
the physical education department
"WA has said it will go ahead and
try to improve the room." Van Wie
stressed that the Association
donated the money for equipment
to be used by all students not
exclusive to athletes.
Last . spring, -- the Voice ";
IC9UUIIUCU IV liuiliciuw SMWCn
criticisms of the physical I
. A r
Professor Nancy Buckingham -
Garlick wOl speak on the topic, '
Bart ok: Why Folksong?" next
Wednesday morning at 10 am.
in McGaw ChapeL Professor
Garlick lecture will be




Hamilton, violin; Brian .
Dykstra, piano) performing
BartokY Contrast. . . ; -
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Haig Mentality-For- ce and
Consensus Overrule Reason
There are things worth fighting for. We must understand that. We
must structure our poBcy under that credible and justified premise." So
expostulates Alexander M. Haig, that venerable espouser of hardcore
revelations, our president-elec- t s virtuous choice lor secretary of state.
Enter a new age of paranoia. Enter a new arms race. Enter the
administration of Ronald Reagan, four days from today, with that
inauguration we all can't wait to witness. Enter Haig, embodiment of our
times, savior of our world (or at least the half that counts), upholder of
the principle of means as subordinate to ends. There are things worth
waiting for." What things? Freedom? Democracy? Or just the
restoration of our country to the pedestal of leadership?" Who are we to
argue? Let's forget that we have minds, intellect, that as human beings
we are capable of governing our actions with reason over instinct. Let's
forget all that and return to that basic animal state which prompted
American involvement in Vietnam, which plunged us into a torrential hist
for superiority, that's pushing us into El Salvador, that's been responsible
for all wars ever since the first recordings of history.
"Unchecked the growth of Soviet military power must eventually
paralyze Western policy altogether," remonstrates Haig. And
unchecked what will the growth of Western military power do? Protect
rather than paralyze? Or is one of those terms just a euphemism for the
other? Can't we recognize the futility? Can't we see that the goals of the
Soviets, those godless, amoral communists, are not so different from our
own? Haig claims it expedient that we "seek actively to shape events,
and, in the process, attempt to force a consensus of like-minde- d people."
Ignore for now the contradiction of terms, like "force" and "consensus"
and concentrate on the implications of that statement. We want to
"shape events" to mold the world in our own image; we want the upper
hand. But it's the Soviets, of course, who want to take over the world.
"There are things worth fighting for." Certainly there are. But what if
Haig's "things" aren't our "things," and what if we're just as ready toufight
as he is? What then? Is it the strongest of us who wins? Is it strength that
determines what is right, what code of thinking will prevail?
Can't we understand that there are some things for which we cannot
fight? That over the centuries we should have learned that victory in war
is not the standard of truth? That a mentality Kke Haig's prevents .our
ever learning how to preserve our ideals without slaughter and
repression, how to respect the values of others even if they are alien to
our cherished system?
It seems unlikely. We elect Ronald Reagan by a landslide. We acquit
the Ku Klux Klan of obvious murder. We scorn environmentalists as
bothersome social ingrates. We accept with docility the right of a former
Vietnam war criminal and Watergate hood to act as our secretary of
state. "There are things worth fighting for." But not, apparently, the
prevalence of reason over force. ;
LAB
Student: Noise in Library Excessive
Dear Editor.
I think that the Andrews library
should serve some definite
purposes. It should provide
students with a comfortable, well-lighte- d,
quiet place to study. Our
library is comfortable and well-lighte- d,
but as most people know,
it is not a quiet place to study.
Why is the library so noisy at
times? One reason is that many
people talk frequently to their
friends. Another reason is that
people are always walking around
in the library. The noise of people's
shoes shuffling along on the library
floor and thudding up the stairs
contributes greatly to the total
amount of noise in the library.
With the popularity of heavy
hiking boots and wooden clogs the
sound created by people walking
on the floor and up and down the
stairs is actually quite loud. The
main stairway goes to each level of
the library. Thus, a large portion of
the available places where
students can study, like tables and
study carols, are exposed to noise.
- cont on p. 3
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Zuberbuhler Resigns; Thanks Staff
Open Letter to the College:'
- Due to various circumstances I
have resigned my position as the
director of Ichabod's and taken a
new position elsewhere on
campus. Mike Riffee, the director
of CrandeU house, will be the new
director. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank some of the
many people who helped make
Ichabod's possible:
Over the past summer a group
of Wooster students working here
for the summer volunteered many
hours during the initial stages of
the remodelling. They included:
Tom Thorp, Pete Morgan, Harry
"Window" Eberts, Nancy Duncan,
Elaine Turley, Mike Riffee, Ellen
Hicks, Doug Clewett. Doug Ohm,
Jim Beumler, Yuko Kakahashi
and Scott Eisentrout. Tin Shoger
was particularly helpful during the
summer. Early this fall Jim
Murphy, Andy Dixon, John Turley
and Chip Homeier were
indispensable.
Greg Johnson, a local
carpenter, was primarily
responsible for the new bar. Greg
also volunteered his time and was
invaluable in giving advice
concerning other aspects of the
remodelling.
David Kordalski, a local artist
and Wooster graduate, created
our version of Ichabod and did the
artwork in the pub.
.
Ray Cicconetti, a local audio-technicia- n,
advised me through-
out the project on insulating the
room for sound. Ray purchased
and installed the sound system for
Ichabod's and was instrumental in
the installation of the theater
fighting. Ray arranged for the two
gigs, which "The Monks'
performed in Ichabod's.
Many of the men who work in
the service department of the
College gave much needed advice,
made available necessary
equipment and provided many of
the materials needed throughout
thtr. summer and fall. They
included: Don Streit, Rod Wilson,
Rich Domer, Hoy Dunham.
Harold Shankland, Ralph Riggs,
Art Shoup, Lowell BectaL Larry
Feller, Dave Lebo and Lewis
Noletti Marie Rehm was very
helpful. ,
I would also like to thank Eileen
AbeL Betty and David Doty, Paul
Orehpvec, Jody Smith, Lee
Reynolds, Howard Raber. . Lee
Culp, Jack Wilson and President.
Copeland for their special support
throughout the last six months.
Last quarter's staff is largely
responsible for the smooth
running of the establishment.
They were a hard-workin- g,
conscientious and good-nature- d
group. They added a touch of class
to the place. Another dose ofclass
was added to the operation in tho
form of the 'excellent publicity
provided by MeEnda Lawrence.
All of the people mentioned
above helped make Ichabod's
possible; but it is the support of the
student body which makes and will
make Ichabod's a success. I hope
that this support continues for
many years to come. I have
certainly enjoyed the past six
months involvement with the
whole project. I wish Mike and the
staff the best of luck for the




Take Sad Toll on Grammar
In an effort to eliminate sexism in the Engfish language, the feminist
movement has taken a sad toB on certain vocabulary and traditional
grammar. - '
For example, the relatively recent introduction into the language of
"Ms." was, according to what bosh this writer was able to gamer,
designed for all practical purposes tobe used by women whodo not wish
to be identified as being either married or single. Men have "Mr." which
does not connote marital status. Why cant women have such a title.
Thus the inception of "Ms."
But "Ms." is neither an abbreviation nor art acronym. What's more, it
lacks prominence in the valued dictionaries, and a common colloquial
definition is impossible to find. As a result, the Times of London has
refused to use "Ms." in its copy. Yet one can understand the argument of '
women who are too diffident to reveal their marital status. A title which
does not connote marital status is needed for women. -
To find a solution to the problem, this writer sought the assistance ofa
sage of considerable years who, years before ERA, decided she wanted
to marry and yet keep her maiden name. "God and my parents gave me a
name twenty years before I was married. I loved it then, as I do now, and
even though I married I wanted to keep the name I had always had So I
did, and I remained a Miss" too. Oh, it took a while for my husband toget
over it..J guess I was an early (feminist),1 Miss FTfriria Everheart (a
ficticious name, used to preserve arwriymity), 71, told this reporter. ,,
Miss Everheart rejects the use of "Ms." for the same reason the Times
does. - ' '' . -
. Also in an effort to remove sexism from language we have replaced aB
the "men's with "person's." Of these, "chairperson" is no doubt the
most common. "Chairperson is used to desex an already desexed
word, viz. "chairman." Webster's (indeed all dictionaries hew and old)
defines chairman as "the occupant of a charr office or authority...; the
presiding officer of a committee, meeting or any organized body." No
reference "is made to sex. If the "man" is offensive enough that it must be
substituted, it could just as well be eliminated "Char" is synonymous
with "chairman," "chairwoman," and "chairperson."
. Traditional grammar has been altered. Eke vocabulary, by feminists.
"Hisher" (or the nominative "heshe") with a singular antecedent is
often times seen these days. But the use of hisher is ludicrous in the eyes
of linguists. Curme's A Grammar of the Engfish Language states, "The
masculine pronoun arid possessive adjective are usually employed for
persons without regard to.sex wherever the antecedent has a general
indefinite meaning and hence 'does not indicate sex and the situation
does not require an accurate disci kiuiation...Often the natural feeling
here is that "he" is one-side- d and prompts us to use both "he"and "she".
"hisC and "her..." In choice Engfish...this accuracy is quite out of place.-.- "
Perhaps Miss Everheart (who was a teacher of Engfish for years) offers
the best solution to the pronoun-antecede-nt dilemma. Says she, "Some
of these feminists speak for the times. There is somuch that can be done
with this language. They're (feminists) about as creative as stick
6gures...Be creative. Keeping with the rules of grammar, you can make
alterations to fit the particular situation. Eke my personal rule: "Men can




by Timothy E. Spence'
Rea Foresees Alleviation in
Housing Dilemma by Spring
by Katherine Stood
Despite.
. the rumor- - which
orcubtcd around campus, - no
students reside in the Wooster
mn. Many students have however
taken up residency m the various
lounges and smokers in Compton,
Kenarden, and Holden.
This housing dilemma at
'Wooster is not unique to winter
quarter, but began as early as last
spring. Before roomdraw even
began - for. the upperdassmen
spaces were ' allocated to an
estimated amount of freshmen
and transfer students. Only after
the upperdassmen picked their
rooms did the housing --director
realize there was a smaller rate of
attrition. Due to - this and an
unusually large freshman class a
housing problem developed.
.' -
First year housing director
Elizabeth Rea was faced with the
difficulty to place these extra
students in rooms. The biaoest
problem was where to house the
upperdass women and the




men, Richardsonon Pine Street
and Armstrong on University
Street, whom normally do not Hve
off campus. The only other
possible solution to house the
extra students was to incorporale
the lounges into rooms.
Rea expresses regret at being
forced to use the smokers and
lounges as rooms. She says; "I do
recognize the benefits of these
lounges. Because they are now
unavailable the students are left
without a place to study. Rea also
wished she could have relieved the
Edge
by Lee Merrill
Home at last. Funny how those
words sGp out without my quite
meaning them to. "Mom, I have to
leave for home on Jan. 4." The
panicked look of she's not-my-baby-anym- ore.
The smack of pot
aoainst front burner 'Then I
suppose you're independent
enouofti- - to boil vour own Gma
beans, aren't you.'
Home. It's certainly not there.
With Mom and the Rma beans, I
mean. There where my sisters
boyfriends roam the downstairs
with more farruEariry than I do.
Where my Barry Manilow posters
have been replaced by those of
some skinny, half-shave- d fellow
named Springsteen. I don't belong
there anymore.
wl think back to the days-o-f my
Catholic childhood. Of the
teachings of Sister Agne- s-
attecbonateiy "AggteoaH : "Love
thy neighbor-- if he's Catholic.
Forgive him. 1 he's not." That
word . "Bmbo," . sandwiched in-betwe- en
concepts of heaven and
hefl. Suddenly that word takes on
an immediate between-worl- d
significance, causing pangs every
UIIIC nil oann frrc niy imiv
address. Just where is home?
Oh, it was six weeks of pleasant
rest. No. nightmares about
differential functions that refuse to
be continuous on intervals from a
to b. About bookstore stationery
that always arrives at its
destination postage due. Or Santa
Clauses with Southern accents
that put index cards in stockings
instead of cinders. Six weeks of
worries no more pressing than
deciding whether to set the alarm
for noon or one o'clock, or
debating whether Jim Bob Walton
wiB reaDy have to marry the girl he
crowded areas and restore the
lounges for winter quarter. Yet the
housing oilerima-worsen- ed and
she was unable to do so. Only 25
people decided to participate in
the off-camp-us programs, take a
leave of absence, or not return to
Wooster this winter. Unfortunate-
ly 97 students were off campus
during the - faD quarter and
approximately 9394 of these
people needed to be housed for
the. winter in" the already
overcrowded dormitories. On top
of this the college accepted 1 1 new
students for winter quarter,
causing even more lounges to be
utilized as areas of residence.
Many of the students who do
five in these lounges do not
express a tot of dismay over their
housing assignments. Some claim
with a few minor adjustments the
rooms can be made quite liveable.
Yet they do voice some regret of
having to "take over' these
lounges because it forces the
people on Jhe hall to find other
areas for relaxation.
Betty Rea did try and fill the
students requests for roommates,
but since only one single and two
doubles opened up she -- had to
--work with an almost inflexible
situation. She did, however, try
and place the desired roommates
on the same hafl or nearby.
Although the housing problem is
difficult, especially the cramped
quarters during winter quarter,
Rea does foresee a change.
"Although I can't speak from
experience, she says. "I believe
this-- situation wiB be relieved
somewhat by spring quarter.
wise
minks he got pregnant. Six weeks
of a room of my own, rnmusjhe
abject humiliation of a roommate
who knows how many times I
change my clothes in the moming
before I settle on sweatshirt and
jeans. -
But His good to be home at fast-T- o
have my very own tube of
toothpaste that doesn't get used
up by three younger sisters and
brothers. To dance down the hall
in my toe shoes without hearing,
"My God, Harold, she's going to
break her neck." You know, I
think rU run down to the basement
and do my laundry, just to prove to
Mom that blue jeans won't turn my
underwear grey. ' i
SGA Funds Yours
For the Application
"Neither a borrower nor a
lender be." - Hamlet - (But if you
can get it free, take it.) : '
So it's not quite Shakespeare '
but when you need bucks, who
cares, right? SGA once again has
the answer to your group's money
woes, with $3500 available, and all
you have to do is ASK! Forms are
. now available in the SGA office
(basement of . Lowry Center),
alongwith easy to follow directions
about how you can get some of
that money. However, don't put it
off Eke you would your LS. These
forms wO only be available until
Friday, January 23, After that, it's
back to robbing banks; SO - if you
or your group needs funds (and
who doesn't?) stop down at the
SGA office soon. (You don't even
have to report it to the LR.S.) If
you have any questions, contact
Rick Martin at Box 2151 or
Extension 337.




announced a grant of $500,000
from The Henry Luce Foundation
to .establish The Henry Luce TO
Fund for --Distinguished Scholar-
ship. The gift honors Henry Luce
ID, a Trustee of the College since
1968. It will be used to support the
scholarly activities of Wooster's
faculty.
The . Fund will permit the
College to recognize exceptional
scholar-teacher- s arid provide
them with an opportunity to bring
to completion-som- e major
scholarly project.
In announcing the gift, President
Copeland said, "The heart of the
College is its faculty, and I am
pleased that m making this award.
The Luce Foundation has chosen
to recognize both a Trustee of the
College and Wooster's faculty."
This gift will augment Wooster's
faculty leave program,, which is
considered one of the nation's
finest. College faculty currently
are eligible to devote every fifth
year at ful pay' to individual
research. - . '
""Scholarship reinforces
teaching, and Wooster believes
that faculty members must stay
abreast of the major developments
in their fields if our tutorial
approach to independent study for





Why do people's shoes make So
much noise when they come into
contact with the floor and stairs?
The floor and stairs are both made
out of a hard uncushioned
material. When shoes, especially
heavy hiking boots and wooden!
clogs, come into contact with
these - hard materials noise is
created. As a matter of fact when
people talk their voices bounce off
this hard floor material - thus
carrying much further than, they
might, than say. outside where the
ground is soft and can absorb
sound. " : ; . ' ' -- ''
I do not have a degree in Library
Science but there is one solution
to this problem which comes to my
mind - carpeting. Carpeting
throughout the library would
make for a much quiet eTplace to
study. It would reduce the amount
of noise created by people talking
and walking in the library. It strikes
me as unusual that our library is
not carpeted because Tve never
been in any other library that was
not almost entirely carpeted. Is
there a special reason why our
library is not carpeted? If not then,
it's about time the library was
carpeted! ." ..- -
,
. Charlie Dearborn .
raculty Comment v ;
by Peter Havhobn
Winter is kximen in,
Lhude ung Xioddamm,




And how the wind doth
Sing; Goddamm.
Thus Ezra Pound (in "Ancient
Music") on the" season that
stretches white and cold before us.
But "poets are notoriously unre-
liable in practical affairs. . Indeed,
one is encouraged by Pound to
find some good things to say about
winter.
. One of the best things about M is
having a cozy place to hide in, and
we are surely blessed with one of
the cozier places around. (Yes,-- 1
know, oh editor mine. Cozy can be
stifling. But at ten below or even
at nineteen above cozy is by
golly crucial.)
Of course the soul needs more
than physical warmth, and this
quarter s Culture Calendar
,
over-
flows with intellectual and aesthetic
stimulation sufficient to set the
coolest mind alight. The Convoca-
tion series alone, so ably begun last
week by Dr. Joanne Frye, fairly
crackles with. ...
And now I think we must leave
mat metaphor at once. -
The Music .department's Bartok
Festival.begins on January 25, and
it includes an event 1 hope you will
mark on your calendars im-
mediately. The event springs from
the sort of uncompromising, ex-
citing, gutsy idea one simply does
not expect on a cozy campus. The
New World String Quartet, an
ensemble of the highest quality.
I wiO perform the complete Bartok
string quartets in two concerts en
February 6 and 8 in McGaw
ChapeL
Bartok's is challenging music;
the string quartets are not for kids.
But I cannot recommend these
performances too highly.
Luckily for those of us who have
yet to acquire our Bartok Fan Club
"T Shirts. Nancy Buckingham Gar-Tick-'s
Convocation next Wednes-
day at 10. also in McGaw. offers an
introduction in "Bartok: Why
Folksong?"
Though educated in the western
European tradition and very much
the sort of intellectual one might
expect to dwell exclusively in the
abstract. Bartok spent an enor-
mous amount of time collecting
thousands of Hungarian folksongs.
In addition to suggesting ,some
explanations for . that paradox.
Professor. Garfick wiO illustrate the
subtle connection between the
Emergency Need
For Blood Donors
Next weekend the Cleveland
area hospitals will be several,
hundred pints short of blood. This
is an emergency situationf The
Red Cross is requesting sixty pints,
of O positive or O negative blood
from the student body. At the last
campus . blood drive ninety
students were registered as having
O blood--we need at least sixty of
you back again. V
"-fte- xt Friday, Jan. 23, you have a
chance to make a great .
contribution in the saving of a life.
The Bloodmobile wiO be at
Westminster Church house from,
10 a-- m. to 4p.m. Please sign up at
Lowry Center as soon as possible, i
This is a rare circumstance - so
please give.
.
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stenp&dry of ' folksong . and the
complexity of the mature Bartok
with a performance of Contrasts,
composed in the late 1930. She
will be joined in performance by
Brian Dykstra and Robert Hamil-
ton, the other two members of The
.Wooster Trio. (More mature
readers may be interested to know
that Contrasts was commissioned
by Benny Goodman.) 2
.. . ,
The French --History Symposium
this quarter opens with an exhibi-
tion in the Frick Art Museum:
Cartography
. and the Art of
Navigation.. In the Symposium's
first lecture next Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in the Frick Lecture Room. Dr.
Erika Laquer will talk about
changes ki communication in the
first half of the sixteenth century,
particularly as they relate to such
major technological advances as
--those in printing and map-makin- g.
Last year, the Black Death; this
year, discovery, challenge and the
triumph of individual initiative.' For
once, one wants to applaud
Progress.- - '7
there issome slight controversy
about the proper generic term for
this "symposium. Some say it
should be called --!The Humanities
Symposium.'., a notion I find
charming. But I hesitate to use it
lest some historian. Divisional
Pride rampant fling a slide rule at
my head. History is. after all,' a
social science Read the Catalogue.
Perhaps I need further advice.
Partly in response to advice
received over lunch, recently, next
week wiQ mark the appearance of
the first of a series of guest
columnists. This was not neces-- '
sarily what my advisor had -- in
mind, but his' suggestion" was
.
patently extreme!) I am pleased to.
announce that Ptnfocenr Patrb-i-a
Melvin of the History department
has agreed to have a shot at the
Culture scene in this space. .r
With guest columnists of that
quality, who's afraid ofWinter
Quarter? Those icy campus paths
lead to a marvelous assortment of .
the quality of thought art and
experience that makes life worth-








With luck, well all be able to ,
continue thinking that until at least
mid-Februar- y.
, ...
Apply for SAB '
Positions bv; Fri.
If you like working with people.
Dlanntnq programs; or hist like.
havino a ormd time. SAB is an '
ideal place for you. The present .
board consists of over 100 people. . '
so you can see there are many -
opportunities for participation.
.
SAB consists of a chairperson and ,
an" assistant rhaimerson. alono
with 11 committee . chairpeople.





recreation, performing arts, short
courses, spcaners ana tupici,
special events and interests and
travel. These committees combine
to produce on the average fifteen -
Mhtttr Ultlh 'RMW-MM- M Ski fMMlSVAfj in a ,n w a -
from a social to recreational to
0i i wsttfrhnal
SAB means people and now is the ;
time1 when we are looking lor
ananan lk 9kr4 --tAJTsrlf irifl
people who want to see things
happen, fx you want to become
involved, fill out an application by '
January 16 and return them to the
Directors Office. V -- .




BJORN KARLSSON strains against the new Nautilus biccp
tricep machine in the physical conditioning room.
Women Claim New Weights
Crowd Conditioning Room
cont from p. 1
conditioning room with a report on
the possibly dangerous frayed
cables on the Universal machine,
stripped sleeves on the free weight
bars and lack of free weight plates.
During the summer, coaches Tom
Hollman and Arthur Marangi
designed a master plan for a
redesign of the conditioning room
in order to make its space more
functional. Later, representatives
from Nautilus arrived 'at the
Physical Education Center and
examined the conditioning room.
Nautlus advised what equipment
would prove most beneficial for
the multipurpose conditioning
center. The results of the master
plan are evident in the
conditioning room students are
using this quarter.
During the hours free weights
are open to students, Monday-Frida- y,
3:30-- 6 p.m.; Saturday, 10
a.m.-noo- n; Sunday, 7-- 9 p.m., a
supervisor instructed by coach
Hollman is on duty to make certain
the weights are used properly and
to prevent thievery- - According to
Van Wie, Hollman and the PEC
maintenance staff inspect the
machines periodically. Since
installation of the new equipment,
there have been no reported
thefts.
Usage of the conditioning room
has increased sizeably with the
addition of the new machines and
free weights. During winter
quarter, which Van Wie estimates
attracts around 1,400 students a
day to the PEC for various
functions, the conditioning room is,
particularly active.
Students seem enthusiastic or
disenchanted with the room,
depending on who you talk to.
Junior Gib Tecca, a postman on
the varsity basketball team, feels
the present conditioning room is
"definitely a lot better than last
spring. It's more convenient for a
lot more people now." Tecca cites
specific examples as the ease with
which one can now change
weights, the addition of more bars
for free weights and the plates
themselves.
Women who frequent the
conditioning room are not as quick
to champion it, however. Mei Mei
Woo, a senior involved with dance
and personal conditioning is not
satisfied with the room's offerings
for women. "It's not so much the
facilities as the aura of the place,"
Woo commented, emphasizing
that the dominance of men using
the room was disconcerting ("Men
watch the women more than the
men."). She feels the current
equipment available to women
discourages them from partici-
pating in the weight program, and
faults the conditioning room's
scant supply of mats.
"The other day a guy said.
Tush, musclewoman'," said
senior Jan Birchfield, another
student who uses the conditioning,
room. Birchfield also feels there is
too little space or money allocated
to women involved in physical
conditioning. Both she and Woo
feel a separate room is needed
solely for mats since stretching is
limited with the few mats presently
available. They point to an
alternative in the form of using the
wrestling room as a place for
stretching and exerising. Both
women also see a need for a small
whirlpool or sauna in the course of
their conditioning.
"It would be great if we could
have room to stretch on mats,"
commented senior Marty
Patterson, echoing the sentiments
of Birchfield and Woo. Patterson
acknowledges the addition of new
weight equipment, but perceives it
as an infringement on her own
physical conditioning. "A lot of
things I used to be able to do I can't
do now because there's not
enough room." She would also like
to see an additional room provided
for stretching and perhaps a barr
and . mirror, since dance-especia- lly
ballet-h- as become
increasingly popular at the
College.
Presently, an influx of students,
faculty and PEC staff members
make use of the conditioning
room. Van Wie encourages
student comments and sugges-
tions regarding the roorn.
Former head football and-baseba- ll
coach John Swegan may
soon receive the honor of having
the physcial conditioning room
dedicated in his name. Despite
mixed response from Wooster
students, Van Wie is optimistic of
the present physical conditioning
facility: "I think we have a room as
fine as any school that's open to all
students," he concluded.
Bissman Students Eschew Housing Fee;
Security Skeptical of "Squatter" Reports
by Daniel McKenty -
fSquatters, I guess that's what
you'd have to call us," said an
unidentified student who claims to
have lived in Bissman "illegally"
over the winter break. According
to the student, who wished to
remain anonymous, a handful of
seniors refused to register with the
Director of Housing and spent
winter break in Bissman without
paying the two dollars per day
required by the College.
The exact number of seniors
who illegally inhabited Bissman is
unknown. "I knew about 15 people
who were living with me in.
Bissman and more than half (eight
to ten) were there illegally," the
student said. When asked whether
the two dollar per day charge was
the reason the students did not
register he said, "I guess that was
the reason. I know that, for myself,
I just didn't want to go through the
hassle of registering. Two Sollars a
day isn't much but it does add up."
Precisely why the students were
there remains a mystery. "Some
were working on their I.S. and I
guess others had jobs around
Wooster," said the student. "I
didn't have an awful lot of contact
with all the people living in
Bissman but I did know who wds
and wasn't supposed to be there."
The risks of being caught living
in Bissman during the break were,
according to the student, almost
nil. "Nobody ever bothered us at
all. If Security were to ask us what
we were doing there we could just
say that we were down for the day
working on our rooms. What
could they do. thpn?"
Rag-a-Muffi- n Theater Group




students to dance, sing, and act in
an intense, close environment
during summer.
Auditions for Rag-a-Muffi- n
Stage- - Company, Wobster's first
educational theatre troupe, will be
held Sunday from 2-- 7 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. Music will
be provided if students have not
brought their own.
"A maximum of 10 and
minimum of eight students will
form the company, according to
director Jerry Hanson of the
speech department. Hanson has
directed four educational theatre
tours before eoming to Wooster
this year.
Hanson expects a nine-wee- k
commitment from members. After
spending three weeks in June
rehearsing shows on campus, Rag- -
' i i T 1 5Resident Assistant Job's
Application Process Begins
By Karen McCartney
Have you ever wanted some-
thing more than a routine of
classes, eating, and studying? Have
you felt a need to take a more
active role in residence hall life?
Have you ever wondered what the
real rewards and responsibilities of
an R.A. were? Have'you considered
being an R.A. yourself?
' If you answered yes to some or
all of these questions and are going
to be a junior or senior next year,
you will be glad to hear that the
application process for 1981-198- 2,
resident assistant positions is to
begin soon. If you want to be an
Gaininq entrance into Bissman
presented no problem to anyone
who wished to get in. Bissman is
the only living unit on campus that
does not have the outside locks --
changed for the duration of the
break. Carl Yund, Chief of
Security, remarked, "We don't
change the locks on Bissman
because the men (residents) don't ,
want it; they complain when we do
it." When asked whether Security "
makes routine checks of x the
dorms that are open, during the
break (Bissman and Holden) ancf
secures the dodrs at night Yund'
said, "We have a list of students
who --are supposed to be in the
dorms but we don't go room to .
room checking for people and we
don't secure the doors at night.
We rely on the dorm directors to
do that. If you ask me," said Yund,
"ten people sounds like an
exaggeration: I think we'd know if
there were that many people here
that shouldn't have been."
Yund's skepticism is shared by
both . Betty Rea, Director of
Housing and Andrew Smith,
Director of Bissman. Smith
remarked on the number of
students saying, "Ten students is
far too high a number for me to
believe. It's possible that three or
four may have stayed over night
while visiting friends but that's
about it." Concerning his
responsibility for securing ( the
doors at night Smith responded,
"When I went to bed the doors
were locked but that doesn't mean
that someone didn't reopen them
from the inside toJet others in."
Smith remarked that there was no
a-Muff- ins will leave July S to tour
the New England and Mid-Atlanti- c
states for six weeks.
"Well perform a musical, a
children's show --and possibly a
melodrama," said Hanson, whose
enthusiasm and energy for the
company is contagious. Hanson's
former companies have
performed in amphitheatres,
lodges, parks,, or church
basements, traveling as much as
7000 miles. With current high
gasoline prices, the cumber of
traveling miles may decrease,
however.
The largest audience Hanson's
groups have performed before
were 1000 at a mid-Atlant- ic
summer or historical festival or
clambake. The average sized
audience is 150-20- 0 depending on
I the performing facilities.
.rtspinng actors un&ure ui
summer plans should plan to
audition for Rag-a-Muffi- n.
' X
R.A.. you must attend one of two
meetings to be held this Sunday
and Monday.
Sunday night at 9:00 and
Monday .at 7:00 in Lean Lecture
Room inAVishart Hall members of
the Dean's staff will be present to
introduce themselves, describe the
R.A. job. including expectations
and pay. and hand out applica
tions. Present resident assistants'
will also be on hand and time will
be set aside to ask questions about
their experiences. These meetings
are a required step to apply. If you
are unable to attend, contact Rick
Swegan in the Dean's Office
damage done in Bissman that was
unaccounted for. The maid,
according to Smith, did not report
anything unusual to him which, in
his view, makes the entire story
less plausible. "I fjnd the whole
thing hard to believe," he said.
Betty Rea cast serious doubt as
to whether that many people could
successfully hide for six weeks and
supported the director, saying, "I
doubt very strongly that there
were that many students living
illegally over the break. Our,
cureexors are very responsioie ana
I have a great deal of respect for
them. If it's true, however, then
measures win be taken to
complicate things for those who
wish to stay over spring break."
Talent "Mosaic"
Incorporates Art "
By C. Clara Nelson y
Interested in an evening of high
quality entertainment in a relaxed,
coffeehouse atmosphere? If so, the
Women's Resource Center is
sponsoring A Mosaic of Talent
to be held in the Lowry Ballroom
Friday, Jan. 16 at 8p.m. "Mosaic of
Talent" is a promotion of Wooster
women in the fine arts. This year's
show will include student, faculty
and community performances.
years ago by the Women's House
on campus, now disbanded. The
Resource Center has sponsored
the show for two years. According
to Char Reed, coordinator, "Past .
feedback from both audience and
performers has been excellent."
Every year it is an entirely
different show. One new addition
this year is the art work that will be
displayed around the room. Live
sketches will be done during the
performance as well, later to be
incorporated into a water-colo- r
mural. Acts will be drawn from
performing arts (dueling harps,
gospel singing, bluegrass music as
well as poetry reading).
Support in the past has been
strong.- - Admission is free and
refreshments will be provided. The




Campus Council invites all'
persons in the College community
to participate as observers of the
Club and Section Initiation Week
activities. Several observers are
assigned to each club and section '
to share in the observer's re-
sponsibilities. Observers represent
the --Campus Council In these
activities. Their primary function is
to be aware of the --requirements
and restrictions imposed on these
activities by the Campus Council
the Inter-Clu- b Council, or Inter-Sectio- n
Council and the clubs or
sections themselves. The work of
the observers is extremely im-
portant to the goals of Initiation
Week. The clubs and sections
benefit tremendously from Ihe
observers'" reports which not only
make suggestions for .improve-
ment, but also frequently include
commendations. Persons wishing
to apply to be an observer should
go to the information desk in
I r-uif- nr CoroT frw An Armlifation . -
At that' time, they will receive a
copy of the guideline for observers.
Deadline for volunteering is Friday.
February 6. Selection of observers
v will be completed by February 13.
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Soviet Emigre: Impressions
rLUDOTOU "(gEfoSpm&)"
Editor's Note: The following article was taken from a September issue of a Jewish Russian weekly
ri &r a II- - i f p f ? j I a I -newspaper i ne new nmencan, puoasneatn new iorK,wun permission oj ineuuinur.
www?. by Sergej Dovlatov .
translated by Joe and Monica Wilkinson
We're (StQ) Soviet People - '
That's just the"way things are, alas! And the longer I Eve in America, the more convinced I am of iL
We are the products and obedient pupils of a totalitarian system. We are aO weighed down by decade of
stupefying Indoctrination. There are among us, of course, hard workers and shirkers, geniuses and fools.
activists and loners, but, on the whole, we are "united." We are all stamped with a fiery, terrifying brand-"Ma- de
Gay Support Group Discission
Ignites Spark of Reasoning
cortt from p. 1
for me to sec at first, but then I
said: These two men love each
other as much as a man and a
woman. Once people can look at
people as people, they see that
these people are as capable of love
as anyone else, and isn't that the
most important thing?"'
Catch words and phrases often
heard in discussions of lesbianism
and homosexuality cropped up in
the course of' the program.
"Loving," "enriching," "fulfilling"
and "enlightening" momentarily
threatened to take the subject
matter to an ethereal, elevation.
The ' conversation was brought
down to earth when a group of
women discussed society's
misconceptions ot tesoians.
.Images of masculine, short-haire- d
"Bull Dykes" who turn to
lesbianism - because of horrible
sexual experiences with men were
eschewed in favor of more sound
reasoning.
'
"It's made to seem no
relationship is without that
fundamental organ," a woman
commented dryly, later pointing
ou that there are historically
in "arranged" marriages of the
18th and 19th centuries who
achieved emotional satisfaction
with other women simply in the
form of letter writing. It was an
outlet without sex that their own
marital " relationships could not
.satisfy.
Addressing the issue of
promiscuity in gay men; another
woman said, "People look at (the
movie) Cruising and see that gays
are into whips and chains, but they
don't think about the -- straight
people into whips and chains."
Some discussion participants felt it
easier to adjust to a lesbian
relationship than to a male
homosexual coupling. One man
said he felt a lesbian relationship
was "kind of challenging," but felt
two gay men involved in a
relationship was "threatening." "I
wasn't as jolted at seeing two gay
women together as I was at seeing
two gay men," was one statement
that, sparked a discussion on sex
roles. - -
Many felt lesbianism is more
socially acceptable because
women are typically perceived as
being "emotional, -- .touching"
people, while ' men's character-
istics are attributed to lockerroom
embraces and quick slaps on the
. behind. "We assume men are to be
emotionless," was how one
student responded. Another felt
our attitudes towards acceptable
male affection is an American trait
that other countries do not adhere
to. '
"We need to learn how to touch
nonsexually. Touch becomes
tunnelled into. sex," were
sentiments surpassing mere
concerns of gay men and'women. ,
Still another woman summed up
her frustration of being a woman in .
both a ' sexist and homophobic
society: "Hug a gay man and it's
O.K.; hug a straight man and it's a
come-on.- "
One ot the final issues the
discussion addressed was that of
procreation and homosexuality
lesbianism- - Without heterosexual
activity, how can the human race
continue, and won't same-se- x
r elat ions hipsN 'discourage
heterosexuality?
If lesbianism and homosexuality
are to be scorned because they
prevent procreation, then what
about birth control devices,
masturbation, monogamy,
abstinence and couples who
choose not to have children were
the rejoinders to the former
question. For the . latter, the
discussion group spoke out that
one's being homosexual or lesbian
does not influence another to be
so unless that inclination has
always been in the individual; also,
the number of heterosexual
relationships far outnumber
lesbians and gay men involved in
loving relationships.
The next GSG discussion topic
will be "Monogamy or No," next
Tuesday, Jan. 19 in Lowry 119 at






" Domino's manager "Doug Doyle
said last week that delivery service
will not be curtailed as. a result of
the November incident involving
'one of his employees. "Delivery is





. Associate Dean of Students Rick
Swegan said no punitive measures'
would . be taken "against Smiley.
Featherling or Vkh until Municipal
; Court has acted on the case.-- He
refused to comment on how such
cases are normally handled,
though he said that the College
does "reserve' fhe right" to take
punitive action against students
who may be involved in illegalities
in the city. . p .
According' to a court spokes-
man, the trial will take place next
Fri.. Jan. 23: .
Try to imagine a huge mirror, the size of Lake Baikal.1 And on the banks of this lake (or mirror), stands a
motley crowd, many thousands of people-t-he third wave of emigrants.1
Let's take the plunge right away into these untroubled waters. Let's bravely admire our reflection.
lThi deepest lake in the world, located in Siberia near city of Irkutsk. .
'The first wave of Russian emigrants occurred during the years from 1917 to
1921; the second wave came shortly after World WarHhe third wove began '
in ine tare svenes.
The Party - Our Steering Wheel
Or, more accurately, our leader. That's because we are speaking aboutsan acquired spiritual blindness.
Which of --us can boast that he is spiritually independent? (And really, any other kind of independence is not
worth a cent.) '
.'Of the people I know, only Brodskij3, whose life is more original than his poetry, has achieved this. I knew him
when he was young. He made an indelible impression on me.
It stands to reason that he was never a Soviet. But it's curious that he was never an anti-Sovi-et, either. He was




His complete lack of interest in things Soviet was disarming. In this regard he was completely ignorant. For
example, he was certain that Kotovskq4 was aEve...and even that he held some important office. He was
convinced that the Politburo consisted of just three people (as the "three" in fairy tales). .
He wrote poems at work.. .until they let him go. He was able to talk about Pasternak5 with the personnel
manager. In all this, however, Brodskij never seemed aloof. He didn't appear too religious. Some of his friends
were even criminals. (Obviously, he was not attracted to run-of-the-m- ill people.) He was known to drink rather
heavily.. .and, if necessary, he'd punch it out with someone." ' .' ' -
i .n . ..n u jj A . cuv j .u D tV. i ui uJ . - ;i icuiu vciy wxu lime wmcaicau iikjuxiiui ai sjicuit i 9 ucau 1. uimjaiuf, nayuuui, Lvwauyuuii 1 ikwicws
him. Not because he'd heard about Stalin's heinous crimes, but because for him Stalin was merely a minor
figure. Much less important than a mystic or publisher!
'.(In this respect, I was lucky. My mother, for example, despised Stalin deeply and, what's more, she freely andpublicly expressed her feelings, though in a rather strange way. She would assert: "A Georgian can newer be a '
decent person."6 She learned this manner of speech in the Armenian quarters of Tbilisi, where'she grew up...)7
And as for everyone else??!! The wailing (of mourners) could be heard for thousands of miles.
I remember my close friends. They were well educated and wore glasses. Several of them even had curved
spines. We'd get together at times and it would start up: . . ... '': .
"I saw the light when I was a junior at the Institute."
"And I after the events in Czechoslovakia."
"And I after the seventh issue of Continent." "
. As for myself, I caught on when I was working in a special sort of labor camp, where 1 was a guard. At a time
when I was already a great blockhead., - 1 w-- ; - ' -
But up to this time? Before the junior year? Before the Czech invasion.:.? . , '
Kirifl Vladimirovich Uspenskij. whom I deeply admire, served Marxisrn-Leninis- m for almost 40 years. My dear
uncle Aron revered Stalin for 50 years or so, and then he got the picture. Along with aD the others he burned a
'
small photo of Stalin and hurried to revere Khrushchev...9 -
Did it take so much (to change)? Just one brief flash of spiritual independence, and an end to afl the
kowtowing! No more Marxisrtvljertinism! - -
, There was nowhere to look around and ponder, no way to trust your own impressions! There was a
propaganda center in the next hallway. . - . ''''
Victor Urin wrote a whole book against the Chilean junta. In verse. He wasJold on the radio that the pjnta
was foul. And he could believe it just form the sound of the word "junta."18 v
And here's what the composer Serge Prokofiev told comrade Khrushchev: "AD my life I was a disciple ofmy
cl" Amsl ikie Kai tka unn tnrJr nbu-- 0 Irma Koforo thc Czcrh invasion! .UWll WJKMAOi " V Wf wwMjft .ww f - -3osi Brodskij, Leningrad poet who emigrated to the U.S. in 1 972, was recently - V '
featured in New York Times Magazine article.
'Famous Red Armv LAmmanaer aurtna uul war ot vwyviu. wno was
purged by Statin. -- . - n
, sBons Pasternak (1890-1960- ), winner ofNobel Prize in 1958 after novel Dr.
Zhivago was published in West, was a very erudite man and a difficult poet to
V read. ;'
' 6Stalin was a Georgian by birth, his name was really DzugashviH.
nbifisi is the capital of the Georgian Soviet RepubBc;trBreisalaTgeAn7tenian -- -
community m this Georgian town even today. ' ;
Continent is an emigre magazine, which publishes a lot of samizdat
(underground) documents and literature. The seventh issue carried a
particularly important set of expose documents y
I 9Uspenskij-Kositsk- ij is an emigre who now Hue? in Boston. He, like Dovlatov, is
. dual surnames) is now compiling a dictionary of Russian slang. When the J , i --'
.
actionary is published, it wiB be the first volume of its kind ktot a cxrttury. ':
wThefirst twotetterscJ the wcrdmjunta,''inRussianpronu
"- -, avuhar word. "




Tfkirnphant socialism accustoms people to absolute irresponsibility. Everything around them belongs to
society. that is. to no one. There is even a cynical couplet about this: ' :
Rip off every' nail from the plant, j , j . t 'You're the boss, man. not the guest! . ' . " ' . .
And they rip them .off. In unbelievable quantities. What s more, the most unexpected things disappear. To
t . --i i . n .t i a . o i uname a lew rue, piaster ot rare, poiyeinyiene, iiaiooiuia, nuis oc uwo... N
' One of my acquaintances stole a heavy bust of some dignitary from a factory courtyard. It started getting
heavy as he was carrying it, so he had to haO a taxi. He put it down in front of his house. Nevertheless, he got
nervous, realizing he hacUaken a risk. So he wrapped it up in a newspaper and hid it.
Anrl talkina of mursnaners.,'rVui Amfrimn " the onhi naner of the third-wav- e, has started nubficatiorL It's
our very own rag. I phoned one of my college friends. "Write an article for us," I said. He replied: "And what do I
get out of it?" I explained to him in detail that we had very little money and worked for nothing. "Ifwe make a go
of it, well settle up. . " r - , ' . ,' ' ; ' '
bet established and then we a talk. Let your co-edito- rs fork out the money, he said, i expiamed to nun
again and again, "We're deeply in debt and the situation is unstable, yet the paper must survive. This isboth our
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Soviet Emigre: Impressions
cont from p.5 r"
A Soviet has the mentality of a slave or, at best, of an underfing. He's not accustomed to being on his own
without a boss, because being without a boss means personal responsSxBty. (Making) one's own 'decisions.
Choice...
We have-th-e psychology of servants. What's more, we're prepared to serve any master in the name of
whatever is necessary, as long as we get paid wel for it!
We knew that it was easier to get sausage and jeans ki America, so we decided to change our place of
residence. That is, to change bosses. People with such flexible mentalities are quite' a valuable commodity.
Every bureaucracy (Soviet or anti-Sovie- t) is prepared to give them what's cornmg to them. The Tww-rnay-Iroe-of-servi- ce"
attitude suits any government; people Eke this can find hack work anywhere in the world.
"But they changed their convictions," someone wifl object. Nothing of the sort. They changed their boss, it's
true, but they never had any convictions to begin with. Genuine convictions are a living part of an organism.
They don't change on account of some current newspaper article or even a regular issue of a journal such as
Continent.
(Advice To) Our BUck (Neighbor) Mr. Warren: Keep Your CooD
Recently one of my neighbors ran up to me, obviously worried.
"What's the matter?" I asked. r
"A black man has moved in downstairs! I saw his name on the ma3box-Warre- n."
It's a good name," I said (thinking of the wetknown writer, Robert Perm Warren).
"But this is another Warren," cried my neighbor. "Black!"
"What's wrong? Does he drink? Throw wild parties?"
"Not yet."
"Play loud music at night?"
"Not yet. He only arrived this morning..."
In Russia we (Jews) were the worst of the lot. We were indignant about anti-Semihs- m in everyday Hfe and
suffered from the government variety. The word "Jew" was perceived as a swear word; it's real meaning had
practically been forgotten ("That Alex Sidorov is such a damn Jew-did-n't give me my advancer)
. In short, we had our SO of suffering in that respect, even got a little carried away by it. One of my educated
friends said, Tm only half-Jewis- h. Half Georgian. And half Lithuanian." What a complex person composed of
three halves. -
At last we arrived (in the U.S.) and looked around a bit. But no sooner had we discarded our (Russian) fake
leather jackets than we started to hate the blacks. "Robbers! Rapists! Welfare bums!" we cried.
Just don't try to scare me with statistics, with all sorts of computations and correlations. I know a bit about
statistics. I also know something about U.S. history-- 1 know how the black American mentality was formed and
how the black biological and genetic type evolved.
I share the elemental feeling of guih towards the black race. I consider it an exceptionally important problem.
As for the concrete Mr. Warren, well, I exchange poEte greetings with him every day and he, believe it or not,
smiles.
He doesn't play music in the evenings, though, which offends me a bit."..
Well known psychic spiritualist
Reveals Present Facts & Dates
Tel I j all without asking any questions.
Just returned from Haiti with more powerful
psychic wisdom to foresee your future and
will solve your personal problems.
With God's help
she will advise and guide you to success
and peace of mind with ALL affairs.
Her gift of prophecy .will help you where
all others have failed. There is no problem rU.
so great or intimate that she cannot sotva with
prayer and meditation. For further information or








prepares the nonpartisan analysis
of world issues. -
January sessions are:
--Jan. 22, "From Cairoto Kabul:
OA, Islam, Israel and Jnstability."
Dr. Gordon ShuB wiD speak on the
Arab-Israe- li aspect of the Middle
East conflict. Jufiet Blanchard,
coordinator of the program for
Wayne County, ' will moderate
discussion with Edwin Wright, a
former foreign service officer; Dr.
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A Place Apart: Welcome Back.
Enthusiastic Writers Wanted
Do you Eke towrite? Do you Eke to
see your name in print? If so,
you're invited to write copy ior the
1981 Index. We're looking for
persons with enthusiasm,
perception, and a creative mind to
investigate and write about the
unique aspects of Efe at C.O.W.
No yearbook or journalism
experience necessary,- - just
creativity and enthusiasm. The
meeting will be held on
TUESDAY. 20 at 7 pjn. in Lowry
118, and all interested individuals
"Great Decisions" Panel Discuss Arab-Israe- li Conflict
by Dianna Troyer
We begin the New Year with
aspiring resolutions to break a
nasty habit, perhaps start a diet or
keep up to date with IS. We make
resolutions, but sometimes these
great decisions are not carried out.
"Great Decisions" discussions
will be carried out, unlike some
resolutions. The "Great Decisions
81" panel discussion and open
forum' of world issues sponsored
by The Daify Record, the Coflege,
and the Wooster Kiwanis Club.
sk
1 For eight consecutive Thursday
evenings at 7:30vparticipants will
meet in Lean Lecture Room where
a speaker and .panel wiO present
the topics. After each session,
participants will vote their
informed opinions on foreign
policy issues.
In 1980, opinions of Wooster
residents were numbered among
60,000 from throughout the
country which were sent to
government' officials by the
Foreign Policy Association. This
Horoscope & Tarot Card Readings
0.
by
department and Khacfim Hussain,
a sophomore from Pakistan wifl be
the panelists.
-- Jan. 29, "China After
Normalization: How Good a
Friend for the U.S." John Lacey, a
retired foreign service officer who
Ives in Ashland will give the major
talk. Blanchard wiO moderate
discussion, and ' Dr. David
Gedalecia, professor of history,
will serve on the panel.
Sessions are open to the public.
are encouraged toattend. Contact
Mary Neagoy, Index Editor, at box
3189, if you have any questions.





Cfinic offers safe, personaEzed
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ' ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
Call toll free 1400-362915-0,
JEEPS. CARS. TRUCKS
Available through - goveriMneul
agencies; many sefl for under $200.
Cafl 602-941-801- 4, xt. --4605 faryour directory on " how to
purchase.
ATTUNE JOBS-FR- EE INFO
Natkwiwide-writ- e Airline Place-
ment Bureau 4208198th SW101
Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Enclose
a self addressed stamped large
envelope.
Acoustical Guitarists, Singers Coming
Oh Jan. 22, 1981. the Student
Activities Board is proud to present
Kim and Reggie Harris hi concert
at 8 pin. in tchaboefs.
Kim and Reggie reach out arid
touch the bves of others through a
unique blend of warmth, hope and
an acoustical guitarvocal style mat
has plaved to packed crowds in
past nationwide tours. --
. For a cm mat of music to hear
with closed eyes and an open
heart, see Kim and Reggie Harris,
Thursday. Jan.. 22 at IchabotTs.
Tickets are available hi Lowry'
Center Director's Office until Jan.
22 or are available at door.
75K 7 734 Pittsburgh
Var- -' Avenue




Unbaked Fizsa to f--o - .
AlsoServing Italian - American Foods
7EIXXE3 TO WCCSmS! - - "
ComeSeeUa:
Veciday-6p.m.-la.- m: Phone No:
FrL Sat-Bp.rn.-2a.n- u 2C3-01C- 0 5
Sunday Carrv-Ou- t Only 5-1- 2. Glczsd Tuss. :
Scots and Scotties "Swim" to Victory
by Dauid Bryan
This past Saturday the College
of Wooster men's swimming team
hosted the 26th Annual OAC
Rdayc n the CCAV pooL Without
the presence of the powerful,
perennial OAC champions, the
Lords of j Kenyon, the Scot
,; swirnmers sneaked away, with a
128-12- 4 win over the closest-opponen- t,
the Purple Raiders of.
Mount Union. No other team
scored ouer 90 points or posed a
real threat to the Scots, who
traSed early in the meet due to the
Mount's divers. - . -
Less than an hour and a half
away, the Scotties of the pool were
creating rapids that were toogreat
for the other teams at Oberfin to
handle. The host Oberfin squad
was the closest to the Scotties,
fashing 64 points below the Woo
Women's 358 standard. Kenyon is
. li aii ling in Florida and is stiB on
.
their semester break and that is
why they did not participate in
either meet. -x
In the men's meet, the Scots
opened up with a win in the 300
yard butterfly (3x100) relay with a
time of 23.07. Oberfin won the
300 yard backstroke (3x100) relay,
but Wooster came m second with
a 3.-00.9-8 docking. Tom Rancich,
Dave Shuster, and Dave Riley
swam the fly relay while Rick
- Wurster, Matt Daly, and Rob
Corts were participating in the
backstroke relay.
Scots "Bury" One; Lost toWit, O.T.
by Eddie Zombie
The College of Wooster basket-
ball team opened up action in the
Ohio Athletic Conference last
Saturday night ty suffering a
heartbreaking 53-4- 9 overtime loss
"to the NCAA Division ID number
one ranked Wittenberg Tigers.
Playing in front of a hostile and
very boisterous Springfield crowd,
the Fighting Scots gave the Tigers
quite a tangle. Despite 16 points by
Wittenberg's AB-Americ- an candi-
date Tyrone Curtis. 'the Scots
clawed to a 27-2-7 hatfttme dead-
lock in a nghdy fought defensive
"battle. . '
- The second half was just as dose
as the first twenty minutes. No lead
was larger than 4 points, as both
--teams failed to establish any
dominance.
As the game headed into
overtone at 45-4- 5 with Wooster
faffing to connect on a last shot
attempt, the Scots seemed lb lose
some poise. Wittenberg capitalized
on a few costly turnovers and hung
on to stretch their record to 12-- 1.
. Wooster was led by G4 Tecca's
14 pts. and freshman Jesse Smith's
1 10 markers off of the bench. Curtis,
who was held ' in check in the
second half by the tough defense
.
of Lee Svete. paced the Tigers with
22 points. His teammate. Mark
Wiffiams. added an Important five
baskets. :.
- In earlier action last week the
- Fighting Scots trounced , Dyke
College 79-51- 1 Dyke's coach
Lamoyne Porter came dressed for
a wedding in his white tuxedo, but
quickly realized he -- was at a
- cemetery for the burial of the Dyke
-- Basketball team. With only six
members of an eleven-ma- n roster
' arriving for the game. Wooster led
, l. tha CIH1 tuttm SHOP
The Woo squad came right
back in the 300 yard breaststroke
(3x100) relay led by co-captai- n Ray
de b Pena, John Ebert, and John
Shaw.' Their winning time was
3:19.92. The 800 freestyle relay
(4x200) was anchored by AH;
American Jeff Strater who"turned
in a briBiant winning anchor leg for"
the Scots. Also swmmng in the
relay were Tom Rancich, Bob
Black, and Rick Andrew. The
winning time was recorded at
735.91.
Dale, Kaestner took a fourth in
the 1 "meter diving con petition
with a 287.60 total. The Mount
diver took first in this event.
The 500 freestyle (50-100-150-2- 00)
relay was next and once
again, the Scots were victorious.
Bil Mayo, Daly, Wurster, and
Riley were clocked in a finishing
time of 4:31.28. Ohio Northern
snuck past the COW squad in the
400 (4x100) medley relay, but the
second place time (3:58.95) was
good enough to keep the Scots on
top of the meet." Rancich, "de la
Pena, Shuster. and Black swam
this relay for the Woo team.
Oberfin took top honors in the 200
14x50) freestyle relay, but once
again, the Scots were a dose
second. Daly. Corts. Eberts, and
Shaw turned in a 1:35.42 time.
-- The -- Scots Strater, OTJaniel,
and Andrew swam tovictory in the
1500 (3x500) freestyle relay with a
winning time of 15:00.5. The 300
at haiftime by an amazing 47-1- 5.
At this point, many fans exited
wondering why the Athletic Direc-
tor and Head Coach Al Van Wie
would schedule such a Mickey
' Mouse team. Maybe it was for the
'good of the game, a tune-upf- or
Wittenberg, or maybe just a fittle
padding for the win column.
' Despite the league opening loss,
the Scots proved they -- can play
with anyone. And this year the
OAC- - isn't just anyone.- - Three
teams are ranked, in the NCAA
Top Ten. . Besides number one
Wittenberg. Baldwin-Wallac-e is f7
and Ohio Northern is 10.
" Wooster is presently 7--4. as they
prepare to face the Kenyon Lords
tomorrow night. The Lords are led
by Gary Reoike. The next home




:: start -It takes four years to
'. individual medley (3x100) was
secured by Wooster. also, as
Warster, Corts, and Rancich were
clocked at 259.53. The Scots were
third in the final event, the 400
(4x100) freestyle relay, with R3ey,
0'Daniel Black, and Daly
checking3:33.10. T
;. The women of Woo thoroughly
stomped all the teams at Oberfin,
setting, (our new records in the
process. .The 800 freestyle relay,
400 free relay, 200 free relay, and
400 Individual Medley squads set.
records. Julie Schubert
participated in three of the record
relays and also on another, the 400
backstroke relay, that came in
.
firsfT :y j.
Amy McClumpha. the two year
letter winner from Canton,
Michigan, started things off with a
third in the one meter diving
competition with a score of 178.15.
The 400 medley relay quartet of
Heidekerg and. thel high-scorin- g
Kurt Anderson invade Timken
Gymnasium
This and That Coach Van Wie
is approaching the 300th victory
plateau. He is presently 13 wins
away from the magic number. .
Bob Darkey is the lone senior on
the Scots roster. . . . Five freshmen
fill the eleven man roster Rikki
Corbett Ben Franklin. Eric Short,
Kevin NewbiO. and Jesse Smith. . . .
If you aren't able to view a home
game, don't forget to turn your
radio dial to WCWSFM. Vince
Cellini wiO be .doing the play by
play of al Scots' home games.
get a cotege degree. How 1kjmq vim h iuko you io gei u aaou joor
S you haven't settled on a cxjrnoarry or exxpor
ation yet. wtry not get your executive career off
to a flying start as a plot or navigator In the United
States Ar Force? It's the finest fight ptogturn in
the wonct the pay is excelent. and you'l enjoy
the prestige that goes with the siver wings of an
Air Force plot or navigator. . - :-- -
tfs one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
' And a great place to gain executive experience
with rniiSon dolor responsbSty. Find out today
about he Air Force ISghf program. Contact
TSgt Steve Danyi, (216) 9288720 COLLECT. :
Cathy
, Bosworth, Nancy . Jo
McMSUan. Deb ADenby. and Anne
. Douglass tamed in a 4:37.2, which
was good enough for first place.
The Scotties set their 800 free
relay record in' the next race
Shem Sterfing. Julie Fair, Anne
Howes, and Julie Schubert were
clocked at 8:37.943 to take a first
besides setting a new record.
McClumpha came back with a
first in the three meter diving,
posting a score of- - 196.6 to
narrowly edge Oberfin's diver who
had beaten her in the one meter
competition. Back in the lanes, the
Scotties turned in a 2:13.8 time in
the 200 backstroke relay.
Bosworth, Howes, Douglass, and
Lisa Bove swam to a second with
that fame.
3:56.441 was the record setting
time in the 400 free relay with
Marrie Neumer, Schubert, Fair,
and Sterfing swimming to the
record time, Theyafcotook first in
the event. The 200 fly relay team'













6:30 AM- - 10 PM.
Master Charge and Visa
135.S. Market . 2S2-51- S1
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than two tenths of ' ajecond.'
ABenby. Bove. -- Douglass, and
Schubert turned in a 2:08.112 but
came up jusLa touch short.
The' 400 - breast relay beat
everyone by seven seconds with a"
5:18331. Bosworth,": Fair.
McMillan. - and Neumer took
honors in that one. Neumer. Bove.
Fair, and Sterfing ripped off a
record time' in the 200 free relay
(122,881) and took --first, too.
Despite corning ' in --second to
Oberfin in the 400 1M relay, the
Scotties set their final record of the
day with a time of -- 4:46.896.
Howes, ABenby, Douglass, and
Bosworth took part in that school
record setting relay. - ' "
The 200 breast relay was won by
L Scotties McMillan.i Neumer .--
AHenby. and Christine Mecket
with a time of 2.35.588. In the final
event of the day. the Woo women
copped a victory in the 400 back
relay with a time of 455502. Bove.
Sterfino. Schubert.' and Howes
competed kvthe final relay. .
AB in all. it looks ke another
strong season for the Scots and
Scotties in the pooL Coach Bryan
Raternan said of his squads on "
Tuesday. "We are working on a
high-Tquafi- ty program right now.
rather than our usualhigh quantity
program. I was pleased with the
performances : of both squads.
.
especially the women because '
they showed that they had more"
depth than I had expected. In the
men's meet. Mount scared usUiut
we hung in there to win it. it was
definitely closer than I - had
expected. We are at a point of very
.
good morale and these wins can
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Just off the College Campus
. Book Now For
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Scotties Rally Only to Fall Short...
by David Bryan
The Fighting Scotties of
Wooster took to the floor last
Thursday, Jan. 8, looking for then-firs- t
OAC basketball victory over
the Ashland Eagles and almost
pulled off an exciting come-from-behi- nd
victory in the final seconds,
but lost by a score of 82-7- 9, The
Scotties had led by as many as ten
points in the first half and six early
in the second half, but couldn t
keep the Eagles down. A 4444
hatftkne stalemate and the Eagles'
ten point lead with 6:01 left in the
game wiD attest to that. Only a
final, last ditch effort pulled the
Scotties to within three points.
Led by Darlene Kemp and
-- Pam Chapman in the first half, the
Scotties poured in the points left
and right. Darlene and Pam both
hit double figures in the first half
and were closely followed by Lisa
MuDett. With 16:31 left in the half,
an offensive rebound by Cindy
Durand gave the Scotties their
biggest lead dt the night at 9 points,
early in this high scoring affair.
Outscored 17-1- 0 in the next five
minutes, the Scotties found
themselves holding onto a slim 21-1- 9
lead with 11:37 left in the first
half. With top rebounder Kris
Leslie on the bench with 3 fouls,
Cindy Durand took control
underneath the boards with two
blocked shots and several
rebounds. Kym Thompson, an
experienced junior post, also
helped control the boards during
Leslie's absence. Kemp, MuDett.
...But Hold on in
by Al Cleveland
The Wooster women's varsity
basketball team hung on for
victory in the final seconds against
Capital on January 10.
In the first half, although the
Scotties shot a fine45 (80) from
the free throw line. Capital shot
1116 for (69).
With 11:28 to go in the first half,
the score was tied, 16-1- 6. Wooster
then proceeded to make three
steak.
Wooster outshot Capital at a 2-- 1
margin from the floor, running and
gunning their way to a 40-2- 9
halftone lead.
Kris Leslie picked up three fouls
in the first half, while Capital had
nobody in foul trouble.
During the second half,
Wooster continued to . pick up
fouls, sending Capital to the line.
With 16:00 left in the second
half, Kemp and Leslie both had
picked up their fourth fouls.
At 15:22, Wooster controlled
the game, 46-3- 1, and at 10:11,
Wooster still held a 15 point lead,
56-4- 1.
At 9:51, Durand picked up her
fourth foul, and then fouled out of
the game with 8:09 remaining.











and Chapman took turns scoring
and assisting each other as the
score ballooned to 37-2- 7 with 5:30
remaining in the first half.
The Eagles came flying back
with a 9-- 0 streak that pulled them
within one, 37-3- 6, with 2:53
remaining in the half. A final
flourish of scoring, ending with a
20 footer by Ashland at the buzzer,
left the fans wondering where all'
the scoring was coming from and
whether the defense of either team
could contain the other squad.
Coach Nan Nichols said of
Wooster, "Expect to see more
running and pressing from this
team as the year goes along. We
have a lot of depth and can
substitute freely if anybody gets
tired or is in foul trouble." .
The second half was more of the
same fast paced action with both
teams running up and down the
court and firing away. A MuDett
jumper on an assist from Kemp
gave the Scotties an early and
shortlived 54-4- 8 lead with 17:33 left
in the game. The Eagles scrapped
back into the game and took the
lead on a missed fastbreak layup
that was followed in by another
player. A Time out was called by
Wooster but to no avail. The game
was tied several times; 59, 61, 63,
65, but from there on in, it was
mostly Ashland's bailgame.
Despite only scoring six points in
five minutes, the Scotties
remained in the game, 71-7- 7, with
3:28 left. FuD court pressure
Weekend Thriller
At 4:39, the score was 61-5- 5, at
4:16, 61-5- 7, and at 3:08, 61-5- 9.
Wooster had 32 offensive
rebounds, compared with 8
offensive rebounds pulled down by
Capital. Wooster also grabbed 25
defensive rebounds. Wooster was
led by Kym Thompson with 11
rebounds, Kris Leslie with 10
rebounds, and Cindy Durand with
9 rebounds.
Four of the Wooster Scotties
scored in double figures;
Chapman, 15 points, MuUett, 14
points, Durand, 12 points, and
Kemp, 10 points.
For Capital, Blackburn scored a
game high 30 points.
Wooster had 21 steals, and 15
turnovers.
"The turnovers were cut in half
from Thursday night," com-
mented head coach Nan Nichols.
"I was pleased with our offense in
the first half, although it fell apart a
little during the second half. Our
defense did a good job. We had
good teamwork like Thursday
night. Our offense was beautiful,
but was up and down during the
second half. We had a few more
mental lapses in the second half,
but we pulled it back together."
Coach Nan Nichols said, "We
were not getting scoring
opportunities during this stretch,
and Capital was gaining slowly.
because of free throws.
The last three minutes of the
game were very intense. At 2:57,
the score was 63-5- 9. With 2:44
remaining in the game, Kris Leslie
fouled out. At 2:18, the score was
63-6- 1, but at 1:27. Wooster had
climbed ahead. 67-6- 1. With 30
seconds left in the game, Capital
came- - back to tie the game, 67-6- 7.
With 10 seconds left in the game,
MuDett put in the winning basket.
The final score was 69-6- 7,
Wooster win.
Wooster shot (31) 2891 from
the floor, and (57) 1323 from the
line.
resulted in several Ashland
turnovers, but the Scotties
couldn't pull within more than two
until 52 seconds remained. Afoul
shot by Ashland wrapped the
game up when the Wooster
women couldn't hit their last shot
at the hoop.
. Lisa MuUett led the Scotties with
23 points. Also in double figures
were: Kris Leslie-18-, Darlene
Kemp-14- , and Pam Chapman and
Cindv Durand splitting 20.
Wooster won the battle of the
boards, 36-3- 0, with Leslie and Kym
Thompson leading the way with 6
apiece. Both teams shot 47 from
the field, 36-7- 6, so the game was
decided at the foul line. Wooster
shot 43 (7-1- 8) and Ashland 42,
but 10 of 23 to win the game.
Turnovers (30) played a big
factor in the game last night," said
Coach Nan Nichols Friday. "We
were not patient and forced passes
that we never should have thrown.
We are still a young team and lack
some experience, bul it will come
as the season progresses."
Nichols also said, "Our foul
trouble was evident in the second
half, and also during their streak
during the first half. Kris Leslie
makes a big contribution to our
offense and our defense and it
hurts to have a player of her
caliber on the bench;"
Cutting down on turnovers and
with continued pressure defense,
like the Scotties play, could win
them quite a few games this year.
Scot Grapplers Suffer Two Setbacks
At Opening THIEL Quadrangular
Bv Hank Sperry
The College of Wooster wres-
tling team dropped a pair of dual
meets at the Thiel Quadrangular
Saturday. Host Thiel pinned a
33-1-8 setback on the Scots in the
first meet and Cuyahoga Com-
munity College --downed Wooster
29-1- 5 in the nightcap.
Wooster started 1981 competi-
tion by forfeiting the 118-poun- d
dual to Thiel, but pulled even when
Thiel returned the favor in the
126-poun- d class.
Wooster dropped three straight
before gaining another forfeit in the
158-poun- d class. Rob Lavallee, the
Scots- - 1980 GLCA champion in
the 167-poun- d class, chalked up
Wooster's first legitimate victory
.with a convincing pin of Luke
Randal John Stock, last year's
GLCA champion in the 177-poun- d
class, lost a tough one to
Thiel's Dan Hill, 6-- 5.
Wooster's Dennis McCarthy, was
pinned by Ed Zdarko at 190, but
Scot Kim Lance threw itjright back
at 'em with a pin of Dick Anderson
in a heavyweight division exhibi-
tion match. Unfortunately, Lance
cannot wrestle for points this
season because he is a transfer
student, and under NCAA rules he
must forfeit all his matches for one
season.
Despite the loss Wooster coach
Bob Yomboro feh that, with a little
luck, the Scots could have won the
meet.
"We lost three matches by a total
of four points. If we had won two










423 E. Liberty St
Hours:
4:30-1:0- 0 Sun. -- Trains.
4:30 - 2:00 FrL-S- at
Our drivers cany lata
said.
Wooster fell on equally hard
times against a tough Cuyahoga
Community College squad.
Curtis Lloyd manhandled Tri-C- 's
Kim Hook in the 126-poun- d
class, winning by default, but it was
downhill from there as Wooster
dropped four straight
y Lavallee halted the skid with his
second pin of the day, this one
over Beatry Huston. John Srock
then showed his true form with a
10--8 dogfight win over Mark
Ragin. "That one was a hellish
match," said Yomboro. "It was a
meeting of two top-notc- h wres-
tler!" Lance followed with another,
pin over Chuck Blackwood in an
exhibition match.
Despite the twin defeats, Yom-
boro was not totally disappointed.
"Sure, we wanted to have
opened with a win, but we needed
to find out where our weak spots
were, and in that respect it was a
good experience."
Yomboro says his . squad
showed improvement in the
second match. '.
"If we had wrestled against Thiel
like we did against Tri-C- . we would
have won," he said. "John Srock




(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
- Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
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$2.00 Off
A 16" Deluxe or Vegi pizza
One coupon per pizza --
Expires: 21081
Fast Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty St
Phone: 264-OSO- O
$1.00 Off
Any 16" or 12" pizza with
Extra Thick Crust
One coupon per pizza'
Expires: 21081
Fast Free Delivery -
423 .Liberty St
Phone:264-080- 0
